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Democracy promotion is now one of the leading international
“industries.” It is applied in various corners of the world from Kosovo
to Burma and to Iraq. It is practiced by powerful states, international
organizations, transnational NGOs and even by financial institutions
such as the IMF and World Bank. And the justification for it seems
pretty obvious. As Robert J. Art put it: “The reasons to support
democracy abroad are simple and powerful: democracy is the best
form of governance; it is the best guarantee for protection of human
rights and for the prevention of mass murder and genocide; it facili-
tates economic growth; and it aids the cause of peace.”1

However, this paper will suggest the democracy promotion project
may well have its best days behind it already, at least in post-Commu-
nist Europe. The success of the project in this region was closely
linked with the policy of EU and NATO enlargement. The current
“enlargement fatigue” and the fight against terrorism demand a funda-
mental re-thinking of the democracy promotion strategy vis-à-vis
such countries as Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, Macedonia, Alba-
nia or Serbia. Persistence of democracy in the new members of the
EU and NATO cannot be taken for granted either. Even in these
states, the democracy promotion project may be unsuited for address-
ing the current democratic deficiencies.
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Origin of the Project

The democracy promotion project is relatively new. It originated in
the early 1980s when evidence began to emerge of a democratic break-
through within the Communist bloc. (This was especially manifested by
the rise to power in Poland of the independent trade union Solidarity.)

Of course, there are numerous examples in history of intervention
in other states with the aim of promoting certain normative or politi-
cal models. The Romans exported their laws and models of adminis-
tration, the medieval crusades converted “barbarians” to Christianity
and the French revolutionaries spread their universal principles of
“liberté, égalité, et fraternité.” However, none of these projects were
aimed at promoting democracy per se. In fact, before the 1980s, autoc-
racy was usually seen as a plausible solution for countries facing eco-
nomic malaise and political instability.2 Moreover, some dictatorial
regimes were seen as legitimate simply because they were anti-Com-
munist. The Helsinki Process in Europe was concerned with security,
economic cooperation, and human rights: the three famous baskets.3

Democracy was not one of the objectives. The West tried to get the
Eastern European dissidents out of prison, but not to make them gov-
ernment ministers through free and fair elections. It was widely
assumed at the time that any overt attempts at regime change could
cause a nuclear confrontation. It was not until a small group of intel-
lectuals and public activists established the National Endowment for
Democracy in 1983 that promotion of democracy was put on the
political agenda.4 But as far as I know, none of them envisaged at the
time that their project would soon become the official policy of the
United States and many other actors.

To sum up, the democracy promotion project proved to be enor-
mously successful. But it would be wrong to think that this project —
only twenty years old — will stay with us forever. In fact, my brief
introduction tried to suggest that democracy promotion was the prod-
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uct of specific historical circumstances that were grasped by a small
group of political entrepreneurs not only within the NED but also in
some other, largely non-governmental bodies such as the Soros Foun-
dation or the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung.5 The question is whether the
project can be adjusted to the new circumstances of today.

Explaining Successes in Central and Eastern Europe

The record of democracy promotion is mixed. It is enough to con-
sider such cases as Iraq, Afganistan, Cambodia, Zimbabwe or Belarus
to see the limited effectiveness of the project. There is no doubt how-
ever, that Central and Eastern Europe represent a unique success
story of democracy promotion. This is largely due to three factors.
First, throughout the 1990s, the international environment was con-
ducive to democracy building in Central and Eastern Europe. The
Soviet Empire collapsed in a largely peaceful way and there was basi-
cally no effort on the part of Russia to stall reforms in Central and
Eastern Europe by the use of force. The U.S. and EU were actively
engaged in Central and Eastern Europe as “pacifiers,” aid providers
and democracy trainers.6 Even the war in the Balkans had (ironically)
some positive impact on democracy building in Central and Eastern
Europe because it deterred populist politicians there from self-
destructive confrontation.

This leads me to another factor behind democracy promotion suc-
cess in this region. I call this a compatibility factor, but Karl Deutsch
used to call it “the autonomous probability of events.” Western pressure
reinforced the domestic developments already taking place in Central
and Eastern Europe. These countries were culturally close to the West
with a high percentage of solid democrats. (This has hardly been the
case in countries such as Albania, Moldova, Belarus, Ukraine and Russia
where there are no more than 25 percent of solid democrats).7
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Finally and most importantly in our context, both the EU and
NATO identified democracy as a precondition for joining their ranks.
This is usually called a policy of conditionality and in this particular
case it worked remarkably well because the incentive was very sub-
stantial and the linkage between EU/NATO membership and democ-
racy was clear and direct.8 True, there is enough evidence to suggest
that Western crafters were never in full control over democratic devel-
opments in the applicant countries. Moreover, the West has been
crafting not only democracy but also the market economy, security
and other matters. These various crafting projects were not necessarily
in harmony and they often fell prey to intra-institutional rivalry or
partisan (selfish) pressures of farmers, bankers or traders. Nor was
there always a natural harmony between the various means applied by
the West vis-à-vis the candidates to the EU and NATO. Although
Western politicians often claimed to possess an overall strategic design
for creating a democratic Europe, their rhetoric was often vague and
ambiguous and their policies lacked a clear sense of direction. It is also
important to point out that both the EU and NATO accession
processes have often been handled in a dictatorial rather than demo-
cratic fashion: the candidates were presented with a long list of condi-
tions for entrance and they were hardly in a position to negotiate
these conditions let alone reject them.9

However, all this should not put into question the success of West-
ern policies. The instrumental crafting of democracy with the use of
leverage and linkage may have been less effective than claimed by
Western officials. Nevertheless, the indirect impact or if you wish
“demonstration effect” of the West was enormous and it coincided
with the policy of leverage and linkage. Elites and the electorates in
Central and Eastern Europe have been ready to put up with the West-
ern policy of conditionality because they clearly believed that democ-
racy Western style would be good for them. The question is whether
these factors are still at play. What has changed and how will the
ongoing changes affect democracy promotion?
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The Nature of Change

There are three new developments that affect current democracy
promotion, especially towards such countries as Russia, Belarus,
Ukraine, Georgia, Macedonia, Albania, or Serbia. First, there is power-
ful pressure in some of the member states of the EU and NATO to halt
the process of enlargement. This is due to a growing fear, especially
within the EU-15, that further enlargements would make it difficult to
handle the “imported” cultural and economic diversity. In fact, there is
ample evidence to suggest that the vote against the European Consti-
tution was in part a vote against further enlargements. Within NATO
there is concern that further enlargements will bring it closer to very
unstable regions without enhancing the organization’s financial and
military resources. It is also feared that further enlargements will para-
lyze the decision-making system of both the EU and NATO.

However, the prospect of accession to EU and NATO represented
the most powerful leverage towards the applicant countries. This
prospect was also a stabilizing factor conducive to democracy building
in the applicant countries. Local politicians resisted the autocratic
temptation and tamed their mutual conflicts because they did not dare
to frustrate their countries’ accession to the EU and NATO. Less
attractive carrots would not have achieved similar effects. In fact, alter-
native solutions to fully-fledged membership have been tried in the
past, but they failed especially in the case of the EU. (The NATO’s
Partnership for Peace has been more successful than the EU’s projects
of European Confederation or European Political Areas).10 There is
no reason to assume that any offer of “semi-demi” EU/NATO mem-
bership would have a similarly beneficial effect for the democracy pro-
motion project. The question is: can democracy promotion ever suc-
ceed in the former Soviet space or in the Balkans without a
EU/NATO membership offer? And if not, what kind of leverage
would have to be used in this situation?

The war on terror has also had numerous detrimental effects on
democracy promotion. To start with, the war has made the U.S. and
the EU soften their critique of authoritarian policies in countries con-
sidered partners in the war on terror. Russia is a good example here
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and so are several autocracies in the Caucus. The Western message to
local power holders has been clear: strategic rather than democratic
considerations have again gained the upper hand. Moreover, the war
on terror has made Western governments curb civil liberties in their
own countries and enhance the powers of the executive branch
(including the secret services) at the expense of the parliamentary and
judicial branches. This has encouraged politicians in some of the for-
mer Communist countries to follow the Western path, albeit often in
a more robust and undemocratic manner. It is also important to men-
tion that the war on terror has so far had a destabilizing rather than
stabilizing impact on the global international environment, although
some may argue that things could have gotten much worse had such a
war not been undertaken.

Finally there have been some disturbing developments on the dem-
ocratic front in several Western countries, and they undermine the
positive demonstration effect that the West used to have vis-à-vis
other states. For instance, if Berlusconi’s government in Italy could
manipulate television broadcasting for partisan (if not personal) politi-
cal ends then it is hard to expect that any autocrat outside the EU
would be ready to follow EU’s demands to make television broadcast-
ing fair and free from political manipulation. Likewise, the ENRON
scandal has made many people in the non-democratic world skeptical
about the sincerity of Western anti-corruption campaigns that, after
all, played an important part in democracy promotion. There are
numerous similar examples.

The latter two factors will have a more detrimental impact on
democracy in the former Soviet and Yugoslav republics than in the
new member states of the EU and NATO. But it is also increasingly
evident that membership in these two organizations was also a mixed
blessing for democracy. Let me concentrate here on the case I know
better: the EU.

Democracy After Joining the EU

As already stressed, the EU played an important role in democratic
consolidation in Central and Eastern Europe. One of the EU’s condi-
tions for entrance was the establishment of a workable democracy. As
the 1993 EU summit in Copenhagen stated: candidate states must
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have “stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law,
human rights, and respect for and protection of minorities.”11 More-
over, joining the Union was a means of creating the economic, politi-
cal and institutional conditions under which a new democracy could
consolidate and persist. This has been proven by the Greek, Spanish
and Portuguese cases, and the idea was to repeat the same success
story in Central and Eastern Europe.12

However, EU membership has also some detrimental impact on
democracy in the new (but also in the old) member states. In fact,
some critics go as far as to argue that EU membership perverts rather
than enhances democracy in the new member states. First, and most
obviously, the EU’s membership complicates the structure of demo-
cratic decision-making by making it more multi-layered and multi-
centered. (I should add that the competencies of various layers and
centers are currently under-defined and overlapping). Second, EU
membership enhances the powers of non-majoritarian institutions
such as the European Commission, the European Court of Justice and
various regulatory agencies. National parliaments tend to be less pow-
erful democratic players after a country joins the EU (or even before
that, as the EU accession process has shown). Third, EU membership
broadens the democratic public space. As a consequence, democratic
decision-making within the EU will have to accommodate a more
diversified set of interests and cultural orientations.

Of course, it is hoped that the Union will manage to find new ways
of assuring the transparency, responsiveness and accountability of its
institutions. It is also hoped that this imperfect democratic unit will
manage to assure greater system effectiveness and thus compensate for
its inability to enhance genuine participation by its citizens. However,
there is no doubt that joining the EU has changed the nature of
democracy in the new member states and it is far from clear how these
new members will cope with the new challenges. For instance, provid-
ing greater access of citizens to the European decision-making process
seems to be most urgent in the new member states from Central and
Eastern Europe whose citizens feel particularly detached from this
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process. According to the 2006 Eurobarometer, in most of the new
member states, the vast majority of citizens believe that their voice
does not count in the EU. In Latvia, only 18 percent of those polled
believe that their voice counts, in the Czech Republic, 20 percent and
in Estonia and Slovakia, 21 percent (the EU average is 36 percent).13

What is at stake here is not so much a turn towards authoritarian-
ism, but erosion of democratic quality in the new member states. It
seems to me that the democracy promotion project as we know it is
quite unsuited for addressing the democratic quality problems just
mentioned.

The EU and U.S. as Democracy Promoters

Do the EU and the U.S. promote democracy differently in the
region? My answer is basically negative although with certain impor-
tant qualifications.14 To start with, there is a problem of a EU-U.S.
dichotomy when analyzing foreign policies in general and democracy
promotion policies in particular. The EU is extremely heterogeneous.
There are some states such as France and Great Britain that are his-
torically interventionist, but there are also states such as Finland, Swe-
den, Austria or Ireland that try to be “neutral” and refrain from active
intervention in other countries’ “internal” affairs. Some of the EU
member states tend to side with America, while others tend to oppose
American policies in an open or discrete manner. Moreover, different
parties and political leaders within each of the discussed states have
different worldviews and policies. For instance, some European politi-
cians tried to reach out to civil society in autocracies (e.g. Max van der
Stoel), while others preferred to rely on inter-state channels (e.g.
Hans-Dietrich Genscher). Similarly in America, some believe that
democracy requires first of all popular participation, while others
argue that it is difficult, if not impossible, to be a democracy without a
workable state. Again, there are numerous similar examples.

Differences exist because the EU and the U.S. are different types of
actors, and they are under different kind of domestic pressures. Let
me first illustrate the latter, more obvious point. It is easier for the
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U.S. to recommend further EU enlargements because these are Euro-
pean not American electorates that are reluctant to agree to further
waves of EU enlargement. But the U.S. electorate is not entirely
agnostic when it comes to Eastern Europe either and official U.S.
policies are clearly taking account of this pressure. Consider for
instance the U.S. refusal to grant visa free travel to Polish citizens.
The U.S. government is also quite careful in recommending further
enlargement of NATO. (Both policies could enhance the effectiveness
of democracy promotion).

The U.S. and the EU act differently in international affairs because
they are different types of actors. Unlike the U.S., the EU is not a
state with a foreign policy reflecting its “national interest.” The EU
lacks the basic legal and institutional characteristics of a state and it is
even difficult to talk about its own equivalent of raison d’etat. Its for-
eign policies are more about internal power diffusion than about
external power projection. The mechanism of foreign policy coordina-
tion within the EU is still relatively weak.15 Moreover, the U.S. pos-
sesses an impressive military might, while the EU is basically a civilian
power trying to shape the international environment through trade,
aid, and diplomacy. These differences cannot but influence democracy
promotion policies. For instance, EU common “strategies” or “posi-
tions” towards external actors are usually vague and individual EU
member states tend to label their own (and at times partisan) foreign
policies as European. Consider the EU’s incoherent response to the
Orange Revolution in Ukraine last year.16 This does not mean, how-
ever, that U.S. policies are always coherent. Consider the recent
“royal” treatment by the U.S. of Nursultan Nazarbaev, President of
Kazakhstan, despite his poor democratic record registered by the U.S.
Department of Justice.

Transatlantic coordination of these already somewhat incoherent
democracy promotion strategies is not easy, especially in a situation of
crisis. Although some European countries tend to align their own
policies with those of the U.S., the pattern of transatlantic coherence
is neither constant nor clear. Much depends on the issue and the peo-
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ple in charge of foreign policies at a given time. Consider, for instance,
diverging U.S. and German approaches to the 1981 crushing of Soli-
darity (even though at the time Germany was one of the U.S.’ closest
allies).

Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First of all and
most obviously, democracy can hardly be imposed by decree, espe-
cially those issued by external actors. A complex institutional system of
incentives and disincentives has to be put in place to make democracy
promotion work. It is equally important that elites and electorates in
the targeted countries are convinced that democracy is good for them.
In other words, democracy is unlikely to emerge in a country with few
democrats, even if there is strong external pressure.

This leads me to another important conclusion. The democratic
credentials of the democracy promoter are crucial for the effectiveness
of democracy promotion. The point is not only to avoid double politi-
cal standards, but also to convince targeted countries that democracy
can be as good for them as it is for the democracy promoters. Efforts
to craft democracy in other states will remain fragile if the crafter
itself engages in undemocratic practices. Crafters should be able to set
the examples of good democratic practice to be followed by others.

Another related conclusion is that external crafting and engineering
of democracy has serious limitations. (Of course, this is not to encour-
age a policy of benign neglect towards autocracies). Democracy is not
a kind of intellectual commodity that can be sold, imposed or trans-
planted onto other countries in a direct and straightforward manner.
Democracy is a product of complex political bargaining involving
both internal and external actors with different political interests and
cultural backgrounds.

This paper has also tried to suggest that the democracy promotion
project is more suited for facilitating or even orchestrating a demo-
cratic breakthrough in authoritarian states than for enhancing demo-
cratic quality in new democracies. This is because there are different
legitimate models of democracy and it is difficult to establish which
dimensions of democratic quality are superior or inferior. As Marc
Plattner rightly observed: “Modern liberal democracy has a composite
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nature, consisting of often conflicting aspects. [And] democracy is a
form of government that must not be only be democratic but also
effectively governed.”17 The latter comment is particularly relevant to
new democracies in Eastern Europe because they are still confronted
with relatively porous borders, high levels of unemployment and
widespread crime and corruption.

Moreover, external intervention in internal affairs of democratic
states is a highly contentious proposition. This is even the case among
member states of the European Union. Since the Amsterdam Treaty
came into force, the Union has had the right to intervene not only if a
member state violates a vast body of economic and administrative
acquis, but also if it does not comply with the principles of democracy,
human rights, and the rule of law proclaimed in Article 6(1) EU.
However the Haider affair in 2000 has clearly shown the difficulty of
applying this article in practice.18

The final conclusion is quite obvious if not trivial. Democracy pro-
motion is doomed to be less effective when the Americans and Euro-
peans fail to work together. U.S. and EU democracy promotion poli-
cies do not fundamentally diverge, but the plurality of different actors
within the “trans-Atlantic” camp makes any coherent policy more of
an exception than a rule.

These are all general observations that ought to be applied on a
daily basis towards individual cases. Two cases seem to me particularly
illuminating and important in present-day Eastern Europe: Ukraine
and Poland. The case of Ukraine will show whether promotion of
democracy through EU and NATO enlargement is still a viable
option.19 It will also show whether the EU and the U.S. are willing
and able to promote a wider international environment conducive to
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democracy in this country. One can hardly imagine democracy tri-
umphing in Ukraine if an increasingly autocratic Russia is being
embraced by the West for economic and strategic reasons.

The Polish case will show whether the erosion of democratic qual-
ity can be halted in a member state of the EU and NATO. In June
2006, the European Parliament’s resolution condemned “the general
rise in racist, xenophobic, and anti-Semitic and homophobic intoler-
ance in Poland.”20 21 And during his recent visit to Brussels, Poland’s
Prime Minister, Jaroslaw Kaczynski, was reminded by the President of
the European Commission, José Manuel Barroso, that the EU is a
community of values that forbids discrimination of minorities, intro-
duction of the death penalty and curbing the central bank independ-
ence. However, it seems clear that more action on the part of the EU
(and the U.S.) would be needed to halt the rise of autocratic tenden-
cies in present-day Poland.
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